
THE LIFE AND TRIAL OF SOCRATES

The trial of Socrates ( BC) was held to determine the philosopher's guilt of two charges: "The unexamined life is not
worth living" Social gadfly Â· Trial of.

Trying to take down the father of philosophy as we know it is far to big a task for Stone, and frankly he chose
one of the more uninteresting and inconsequential aspects of Socrates philosophy to dissect: his politics. The
horrors brought on by the Thirty Tyrants caused Athenians to look at Socrates in a new light. Critias , who
appears in two of Plato's Socratic dialogues, was a leader of the Thirty Tyrants the ruthless oligarchic regime
that ruled Athens, as puppets of Sparta and backed by Spartan troops, for eight months in â€” BC until they
were overthrown. The second half of the book redeems it somewhat. Repeatedly through the first half of the
book Stone frames Socrates and Plato as anti-democratic philosophers who spend their time on "wild goose
chases" for absolute truth. Democracy is never formally defended, rather Stone's own prejudices and beliefs
are taken for granted as a starting point for the taking down of Socrates. While good citizens of Athens were
being liquidated right and left, Socrates--so far as we know--did or said nothing to stop the violence. In the
case of Socrates, the proceedings began when Meletus, a poet, delivered an oral summons to Socrates in the
presence of witnesses. Knowledge of his life comes primarily from Plato's dialogues and to a lesser extent
from works by Xenophon, Aristotle and Aristophanes. In Act Two they are encouraged join the actors in
heckling Socrates. What is human wisdom? What could Socrates have said or done that prompted a jury of
Athenians to send him to his death just a few years before he would have died naturally? In large theatres,
directors may choose to restrict the size of the jury. By all accounts, he was considered rather ugly. In , the
play was adapted into the opera The Trial of Socrates, with libretto and score by Andrew Hopper of the
Birmingham Conservatoire. He never wrote a word -- our knowledge of the philosophy of Socrates depends
absolutely on the records of his students and contemporaries. How would you characterize Socrates' method of
seeking the truth? At the same time, Colaiaco recognizes that because of the association of Socrates with
Critias "the prosecution could expect any Athenian jury to harbor hostile feelings toward the city's gadfly. I do
believe that Stone's book rests completely on the false assumption that democracy is alwa I haven't read a
book that has made me more angry in a very long time, perhaps ever. The three accusers, Meletus, Anytus,
and Lycon, had a total of three hours, measured by a water clock, to present from an elevated stage their
argument for guilt. To comply with the demand that a genuine punishment be proposed, Socrates reluctantly
suggested a fine of one mina of silver--about one-fifth of his modest net worth, according to Xenophon. Stone
concludes: "One could in the same city and in the same century worship Zeus as a promiscuous old rake,
henpecked and cuckolded by Juno or as Justice deified. Plato's apology describes Socrates questioning his
accuser, Meletus, about the impiety charge.


